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are devoted to estimating the Lyapunov exponents and the fractal dimension for
iterated difference equations or experimental time series. Finally, the second package
has plotting utilities, as does the first package.
I used Lorenz equations and the same experimental data set to test the modules of
I1.2.01. The integrators offered a good choice between speed and accuracy, and they
both performed well. While eigenvalues and eigenvectors were calculated quickly, the
programs forestimating Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents involved a lotoftinkering
with the parameter sets to obtain meaningful results, which probably reflects the
vagaries of the calculation rather than any software flaw. Graphing bifurcation maps
was easy and included several options for further analysis within the module. One
program for spectral analysis used standard FFT algorithms and performed well.
Another involved the computation ofautocovariances and autocorrelations to produce
correlograms. In addition, the programs offer a number of options to correct for the
mean, taper, or detrend data sets.
Scanner is a collection of routines that add an editor/parser to DS programs that
define user-defined dynamical systems. The programs require DOS 3.2 or higher and
the compiler mentioned above. These routines facilitate the formation offiles specify-
ing the equations of motion and influential parameters like the initial conditions,
delcared constants, and error tolerances. The Scanner program certainly reduces the
time required togo from equations tomodeling; however, it isrelatively high-priced for
what you get, compared to the two main packages.
Overall, the two packages are an incredible compendium of well-written programs.
The graphs suffer because they lack labels, but a recent company announcement
suggests that this omission will berectified on the next update. TheScannerprogram is
a nice addition but certainly the most expendable for those on a tight budget.
Otherwise the package is truly remarkable, and I strongly recommend it to anyone
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Software companies, recognizing that authors want help in writing correct, clear
English, have developed computer programs based on standard grammar texts and
designed to interact with most popular word processing programs. Correct Grammaris
one such. It consists of 1.2 megabytes on two 3.5-inch double-sided disks. It requires a
hard disk, MacIntosh System 4.2 or higher, and at least 1 megabyte ofRAM, ofwhich
at least 580K must be addressable. For greatest efficiency, CG recommends activating
at least 64K ofRAM cache on the control panel.
CG's objective is to permit authors to check their manuscripts for grammatical and
spelling errors. It is compatible with 13 word processing programs, including three
versions ofMicrosoft Word, Microsoft Works, QuickLetter, WordPerfect, MacWrite,
MacWrite II, and WriteNow. Since it can also process ASCII documents, it works
with virtually any text or word processor used on the MacIntosh.SOFTWARE REVIEWS
Anyone familiar with the MacIntosh format will be comfortable with CG even
without the brief instruction book. The documentation is terse, clear, and complete,
however, and includes two demonstration files for practice.
The program does not function concurrently with word processing but must be
applied retrospectively, after completing the manuscript. The author activates the
program and selects a file for checking, either from the hard disk or from a floppy. CG
then copies the file and saves the original, labeled "OLD," so one can always refer back
to the original text. The modified version then assumes the original title. The text
appears in the bottom panel of three panels on the screen. Problems highlighted in the
text appear in a panel at the top. A center panel explains the rule, offers examples, and
makes suggestions for improving the text. At any time the operator can review the rules
and turn off any considerable undesirable. Thus the author can tailor the program to
fulfill specific requirements.
Once a breach ofrule appears, buttons on the lower margin offer appropriate choices
ofactions, depending on whether CG' s recommendations are appropriate. You can add
missing words or names to the dictionary. Ifyou want to ignore a correction or spelling,
you can instruct the program either to skip the problem for the entire manuscript or to
skip only once, flagging subsequent occurrences. The operator can "save" the modified
text at any point, without interrupting the program. You can then quit the modified
manuscript and resume evaluating later at the same point in the process. Unlike some
other programs, it is not necessary to go back to the beginning to resume checking.
CG handles tables and figures without disrupting the manuscript's format. It won't
recognize that a table requires the "landscape" rather than the "portrait" configura-
tion, but reconfiguring in the proper orientation takes only a second after the program
has evaluated the table.
The spell checker refers to a dictionary of 150,000 words, to which you can add
words permanently as you encounter them during checking. It accepts the instruction
tocapitalize proper names or, ifyou wish, to capitalize all letters in the name. Ifyou are
working in Microsoft Word, the program offers the option of using the Word User
Dictionary rather than the program's dictionary. This option is not available for other
built-in dictionaries, however.
The program is mechanically the best I have seen. How useful is it as a grammar
checker? Based on Houghton Mifflin Company's "CorrecText" Grammar Correction
System, it will faithfully identify errors defined by the rules you have accepted. These
include mistakes in punctuation, plural nouns unmatched with singular verbs and vice
versa, common errors ofusage (its vs it's, and the like), and incorrect use ofhomonyms.
It also recognizes incomplete, over-long, and run-on sentences. It is death on using
multiple nouns or dependent phrases as modifiers. Curiously, it seems to ignore the
"that/which" problem that so preoccupies GRAMMA TIK.MAC.
On the other hand, it frequently makes bizarre suggestions, misunderstands the
structure of complex sentences, and get confused about some singular and plural
relationships. Sometimes it also flags as passive sentences which contain compound
verbs such as "was traveling." The subjunctive often throws it for a loop. If you were
(CG says this subjunctive "were" should be "was") to accept CG' s recommendations
uncritically, you might transform intelligible text into a confusing porridge. The
operator must use discretion.
These glitches in evaluation fascinate me. The grammar checker functions by
breaking down sentences into their component parts and constructing a grammar tree,
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which allows it to check coherence ofsubject and predicate, and so on. In grade school,
I spent many happy (?) hours carrying out this type of analysis, which we called
"parsing," under the beady eyes of a succession of English teachers. It would be
interesting to see how CG' s sentence analysis leads to erroneous conclusions; but,
unfortunately, the process is not available to the operator.
After the evaluation is complete, a summary of readibility and complexity appears
as a table, which you can print for permanent reference. This includes Flesch Reading
Ease score, grade level required, Flesch-Kincaid grade level, and Gunning Fog Index.
It also provides a statistical breakdown of mean sentence length and complexity of
vocabulary.
I enjoyed using the program. It did not frustrate me as have some ofits competitors.
My manuscripts benefited from using it. But if I was insecure in writing English, I
would have spent much time agonizing over whether to accept some ofits off-the-wall
recommendations. It will make you think, but it won't make you a good writer by itself.
How well does it do when confronted by the work of outstanding authors? To find
out, I used the program to evaluate the first page of Dean Swift's Gulliver's Travels,
Jane Austen's Emma, Herman Melville's Moby Dick, and Ernest Hemingway's
"Green Hills of Africa." In many ways, this was an unfair test, since three of the
authors wrote in the style of previous centuries. They all came out fine. All except
Gulliver were "easy" to read-sixth or seventh grade. Swift was "fairly difficult,"
requiring a twelfth grade education. Only in Gulliver were more than eight percent of
sentences longer than 32 words. (This is the default setting; you can decide how long a
sentence you are willing to tolerate and set the program accordingly.) Hemingway used
the fewest passive sentences (nine percent), whereas Swift used the most (18 percent).
By contrast, this program review is "fairly difficult" to read, requiring a thirteenth
grade education; but none ofmy sentences is long.
Ifyou want a grammar checker for your MacIntosh, this is the one to get today.
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